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AN INNOVATIVE SOLUTION HELPING YOU TO FIND ANSWERS, DISCOVER FACTS, SIMPLIFY COMPLIANCE PROCESSES

SGS DIGICOMPLY
In a digital world, we are inundated with data. Information overload makes it difficult to identify and process the important content, impacting our understanding of issues and our decision making. SGS Digicomply gives you the power to access the information you need, when you need it.

Transform huge volumes of compliance information into user-friendly actionable knowledge. Legislation and standards relating to the food and agriculture industries are constantly evolving. SGS Digicomply, our powerful knowledge management platform, combines high technology with human expertise to sort and classify multiple data sources into one coherent data source.

THREE FEATURES
Choose from three levels of service:

COMPLIANCE WATCH
News, events, policy and regulatory updates from trusted channels

Monitor thousands of data sources from all over the world 24/7. The Listener offers a specialised horizon scanner to provide the information that is relevant to your business. Define keywords, markets, topics and source to create a personalised newsfeed and notifications.

COMPLIANCE REGISTRY
Address compliance requirements

Search more than 60,000 regulations, ask questions, find answers. Look beyond the latest news, and access the full registry to conduct research, answer questions and improve decision making. Compliance Registry offers customisable content, simple searching, editing capabilities, notifications and a private data zone where you can customise the library with your own documents and policies.

COMPLIANCE LABELWISE
Digital label reviews

Validate labels and online information, identify issues, access new markets and ensure consistency. Labelwise supports the label design process freeing experts and reviewers to focus on high value activities. Intelligent algorithms mean it can help validate allergens content, as well as identify issues in relation to specific markets and regulatory requirements.
COLLABORATE, COMMUNICATE, CONNECT

Upload and share internal policies, regulatory analyses and events. Distributing content to your peers has never been easier.

Information sharing is fundamental to ensure consumer safety, reducing time to market and discovering new opportunities. SGS Digicomply gives you the tools to collaborate, communicate and connect with your peers.

DATA SOURCES

Personalised data delivers the content most relevant to your everyday business. SGS Digicomply draws together thousands of articles and documents from news sites, food safety agencies, regulatory bodies, and standards bodies on topics as diverse as:

- Regulations
- Guidance
- Scientific publications
- Industry news
- Standards
- Alerts & recalls
- General food law
- Market watch
- Food safety & hygiene
- International affairs
- Testing & controls
- Registration & certification

SGS BENEFITS

- Global network
- State-of-the-art laboratories
- Technical competence

CONTACT US

food@sgs.com
www.sgs.com/digicomply
SGS Agriculture & Food